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pivotal deterrence: third-party statecraft and the pursuit ... - pivotal deterrence: third-party statecraft
and the pursuit of peace (review) jeffrey w. knopf journal of cold war studies, volume 8, number 2, spring
2006, pp. 126-128 keeping an eye on south asian skies: america’s pivotal ... - our analysis applies
pivotal deterrence theory to the nuclearized india– pakistan crises, with a view to understanding how nonsuperpower nuclear rivals might be inﬂuenced by a third-party state seeking to prevent war 2004 recent
publications - yale law school research - recent publications power and diplomacy pivotal deterrence:
third-party statecraft and the pursuit of peace. by timothy w. crawford. ithaca, ny: cornell university press,
2003. deterrence at risk in south asia - fileshz - deterrence” – a strategy in which a third-party takes on a
“pivotal” role between adversaries, using its power and flexibility to make them fear the costs of nuclear
escalation by manipulating threats and strategic ambiguity: thoughtful engagement or a reckless ... strategic ambiguity: thoughtful engagement or a reckless gamble? the factors of the 1995-96 taiwan strait
crisis a thesis submitted to the faculty of the the strategy of coercive isolation in us security policy - he
is author of pivotal deterrence: third party statecraft and the pursuit of peace (cornell university press, 2003),
which received the edgar s. furniss award; and editor (with alan j. kuperman) of gambling on humanitarian
curriculum vitae - boston college - pivotal deterrence: third-party statecraft and the pursuit of peace
(cornell university press, studies in security affairs, 2003). winner of the edgar s. furniss book award. crossdomain deterrence as a practical problem and a ... - deterrence as a problem of high stakes bargaining
between two states, to include specialized elaborations on the credibility of nuclear guarantees to allies, the
incentives for conventional war in the shadow of nuclear deterrence, the reliability of nuclear command and
control systems, and to coerce or reward? theorizing wedge strategies in ... - see also timothy w.
crawford, pivotal deterrence: third-party statecraft and the pursuit of peace (ithaca, ny: cornell university
press, 2003), 27–28; timothy w. crawford, “wedge strategy, balancing, and the deviant case of spain, 1940–41,
” security studies 17, no. 1 (january 2008): 1–38. 3 here, the word “strategy” is used interchangeably with
“statecraft,” a term david ... jeffrey w. knopf - fsi-live.s3-west-1azonaws - review of timothy w. crawford,
pivotal deterrence: third-party statecraft and the pursuit of peace , in journal of cold war studies 8, no. 2
(spring 2006): 126-128. review of lisa a. baglione, to agree or not to agree: leadership, bargaining, and arms
dissertation seminar - columbia university - pivotal deterrence and peacemaking: bargaining, leverage,
and third party statecraft abstract how can states deter wars between other states without choosing sides?
when claudia (junghyun) kim alliances as a restraining tool: u ... - third-party states, the degree of
willingness on the part of a stronger ally to mobilize its power resources for restraint determines success of its
restraining attempts. 17 similarly, deliberate ambiguity in alliance commitments has also been suggested as a
key for restraining international studies faculty james anderson - he is the author of pivotal deterrence:
third party statecraft and the pursuit of peace (cornell university press, 2003), which won the 2003 edgar s.
furniss book award, and co-editor of gambling on humanitarian intervention: moral hazard, rebellion, and civil
war (routledge, 2006). professor crawford has held fellowships at the brookings institution, princeton’s center
of international ... taiwan in 2005 - jstor - primarily an american deterrence against a chinese military
takeover of taiwan cannot be easily reconciled with the fact that the u.s. has become in- creasingly indebted to
the very target of its military deterrence. nuclear south asia: a guide to india, pakistan, and the ... - also
have third-party mechanisms and institutions for dealing with this, and that would just be the routes that a
third party takes to try to solve a bilateral crisis.
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